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Altimeter

an instrument for determining elevation or

an instrument used to measure the altitude of 
an object above a fixed level.

• There are two main types of altimeter: 
pressure and radar (radio) altimeter.

• Pressure altimeter measures the aircraft's 
distance above isobaric setting level while the 
radar altimeter measures distance above the 
ground.

• Louis Paul Cailletet was the French physicist 
who invented the altimeter
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Pressure Altimeter
• also called barometric altimeter

• is the altimeter found in most aircraft

• it uses an aneroid barometer

• precisely measures the pressure of the air at 
the level an aircraft is flying and converts the 
pressure measurement to an indication of 
height above sea level according to a 
standard pressure-altitude relationship

• German inventor Paul Kollsman was the first 
to make an accurate pressure altimeter
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Aneroid Barometer

• barometer in which variations of 

atmospheric pressure are indicated by the 

relative bulges of a thin elastic metal disk 

covering a partially evacuated chamber
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Altimeter BД-15
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Types of Barometric Altimeter

• Barometric altimeter displays may be of two 
main types: 

• Conventional analogue display; 

• Electronic display. 

The main types of conventional altimeter which 
have been used in aircraft are: 

• Three-pointer altimeter; 

• Drum-pointer altimeter; 

• Counter-pointer altimeter; and, 

• Counter drum-pointer altimeter.
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Laplace’s barometric equation

•H=R T
mean

log (P
0
/P

H
)

H – height, m

R= 29.27m/degree- gas constant; 

P0, PH – atmospheric pressure on ground (sea) and level of 

flight;

Tmean = (TH+T0)/2 –mean given air layer and at ground level 

temperature, K0.

SP lapse rate =8000 (1+0,00366 t0H)/PH;

H=0; SP lapse rate= 10.8 m/mm Hg; 5000 m - 20 m/mm Hg; 

10000 m - 47.6 m/mm Hg

Example H
aer

=1000m, QFE = 690 mmHg, QNH=690 +86= 776 mmHg 

H, m 100 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

SPmean lapse rate, 11.17 11.35 11.64 11.93 12.22 12.52 12.82
mm.Hg
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The tide gauge in 

Kronstadt, Russia
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Altitude

• Altitude is defined as height above a 

given reference. Altitude relates to the 

navigation problem because of the 

corresponding density changes with 

changes in altitude. These pressure and 

temperature changes at different altitudes 

affect True Airspeed, thereby influencing 

the DR plot.
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• Altitude or height is a distance 

measurement, usually in the vertical or 

"up" direction, between a reference datum

and a point or object. The reference datum 

also often varies according to the context. 

Although the term altitude is commonly 

used to mean the height above sea level 

of a location, in geography the term 

elevation is often preferred for this usage.
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Types of aviation altitude

• Indicated altitude is the reading on the altimeter 
when the altimeter is set to the local barometric 
pressure at Mean Sea Level.

• Absolute altitude is the height of the aircraft 
above the terrain over which it is flying. Also 
referred to feet/metres above ground level (AGL).

• True altitude is the actual elevation above mean 
sea level. It is Indicated Altitude corrected for non-
standard temperature and pressure. In aviation 
radiotelephony usage, the vertical distance of a 
level, a point or an object considered as a point, 
measured from mean sea level; this is referred to 
over the radio as altitude.( QNH)
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Types of aviation altitude

• Pressure altitude is the elevation above a standard 
datum air-pressure plane (typically, 1013.25 millibars
or 760 mm. Hg, 29.92" Hg). Pressure altitude and 
indicated altitude are the same when the altimeter is 
set to 29.92" Hg or 1013.25 millibars.

• Density altitude is the altitude corrected for non-ISA 
International Standard Atmosphere atmospheric 
conditions. Aircraft performance depends on density 
altitude, which is affected by barometric pressure, 
humidity and temperature. On a very hot day, density 
altitude at an airport (especially one at a high 
elevation) may be so high as to preclude takeoff, 
particularly for helicopters or a heavily loaded aircraft.
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Vertical aviation reference systems
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Pressure altitude
• PA => OAT => DA => Performance 

• Pressure : weight of air above us

• PA: height above standard datum plane

• SP lapse rate -1”/1000 ft (1 mm Hg/ 12 m) or USSR -1 
mm Hg/ 11 m, -100 millibars per 800 meters near sea 
level

• PA=(QNE-QNH)*1000ft + TA (true alt)

QNH=1013.2HPa

QNE=1013.2HPa

QNH=1003HPa

QNH=1018.2 HPa
MSL

TA>PA

TA<PA
TA=PA

∆H=40m
∆H=80m

True

Pressure
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Abbreviations
• QNH –“Q code” is used in radio communication for expressing 

atmospheric pressure at mean sea level

• QNE –“Q code” of standard atmospheric pressure at MSL

• QFE –“Q code” of atmospheric pressure at aerodrome elevation

• QFF – “Q code” at the present atmospheric pressure converted to MSL

• ALT – Altitude

• STD – Standard 

• MSL – Mean Sea Level

• AMSL – Above Mean Sea Level

• AAL – Above Aerodrome Level

• AGL – Above Ground Level

• GRD – Ground

• TDZE – Touchdown Zone Elevation 

• HAT – Height Above Touchdown 
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Density altitude
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Height

• Height is the elevation above a ground 

reference point, commonly the terrain 

elevation. In aviation radiotelephony 

usage, the vertical distance of a level, a 

point or an object considered as a point, 

measured from a specified datum; this is 

referred to over the radio as height, where 

the specified datum is the airfield elevation 

( QFE)
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Flight Level (FL)

• Flight Level (FL) is a surface of constant 
atmosphere pressure which is related to a 
specific pressure datum, 1013.2hPa, and 
is separated from other such surfaces by 
specific pressure intervals.

Altitude above sea-level in 100 feet units 
measured according to a standard 
atmosphere. Strictly speaking a flight level 
is an indication of pressure, not of altitude. 


